Important Events

A. In groups, make complete questions for the following. You also need to know the answer. You may need to go to the library to get information.

1. When was/were ________________________________ (invent)?
   (thing)
   answer: ______________________

2. When was ________________________________ (discover)?
   (thing)
   answer: ______________________

3. When was ________________________________ (build)?
   (building)
   answer: ______________________

4. When was ________________________________ (born)?
   (famous person)
   answer: ______________________

5. When was ________________________________ (kill)?
   (famous person)

6. When was ________________________________ (divorce)?
   (famous person)
   answer: ______________________

7. When was ________________________________ (write)?
   (famous book)
   answer: ______________________

B. Bring your questions to class. We will have a contest. The group that can answer the most questions wins.